PRAKAS

On

Adoption of New Form of Cheque

Article 1.
To adopt two new forms of cheques including Customer cheque that is for the account holder at the central bank and Bank cheque that is for the central bank under the remark as mentioned in the appendix as attached with this Prakas.

Article 2.
These two forms of cheques mentioned in Article 1 shall replace all old forms of cheques of the national bank of Cambodia.

Article 3.
The General Directorate, the General Secretariat, the General Inspection, the General Cashier, all Departments of the National Bank of Cambodia, and all Banking and Financial Institutions under the National Bank of Cambodia’s supervisory authority shall strictly implement.

Article 4.
This Prakas comes into force from the date of this signature.

Phnom Penh, 30 March 2001

Governor Signed:

Chea Chanto
Appendix

The remark of new cheque

(Based on Article 1 of the Prakas on the adoption of new form of cheque No. B501-65 Pror Kor dated 30th March 2001 of the national bank of Cambodia)

1- **Customer Cheque** has remark as follows:

A- **General Remark**

- Length : 166 m.m
- Width : 83 m.m
- Main color : Light blue and light green
- On the left upper-side of the cheque, there are blue Khmer and English word “National Bank of Cambodia” with the address “22-24 Preah Norodom Blvd, Phnom Penh”. On the right side, there is a printed **light-yellow** oval shape with the word “Date......” on the above.
- On the left central part of the cheque, there are Khmer and English word “Pay to” and “The sum of” with three lines connected from the word for the recording of the amount in letter. On the right side, there is a rectangular box with a dotted line inside for the recording of the amount in figure. There are Khmer and English word “/or Bearer” on the above and “/Signature” below the box.
- On the lower side of the cheque, there is a tiny line from the left-end to the right-end. Along with this line on the left lower side, there is a word “Cheque” with series number of the cheque printed in red ink. On the central part above the line, there is a word “No Signature below this line”. Below the line, there is a word “Account No.” for the recording of name and customer account number.

Besides these general remark mentioned above, there is a picture of the national bank of Cambodia printed with the size of 1/3 of the cheque from the central part to the left.

A. **Special Remark**

- At the central part of the cheque, three lines connected from the word “Pay to” and “The sum of” are the lines aggregated with tiny words of “NATIONAL BANK OF CAMBODIA” that can be read by using magnifying glass.
- At the central part of the oval shape, there is a word “NBC” printed in invisible ink that can only be seen under purple light.
- Inside a small rectangular box in which amount of money in figure is written and surrounding the three lines which are used for writing amount of money in words, there are two separated rectangular boxes printed in invisible ink and these two boxes can be reflected under purple light.
- Series number of the cheque is printed in red ink which can be reflected under purple light.
2- **BANKER’S CHEQUE** has remark as follows:

**A. General Remark**
- Length: 166 m.m, Width: 83 m.m. Main colors are yellow and light blue.
- On the left upper-side of the cheque, there are blue Khmer and English words “**CHEQUE**” and “National Bank of Cambodia” with address “**National Bank of 22-24, Preah Norodom Blvd, Phnom Penh**” whereas on the right side, there is a yellow oval shape with the words “**Date……**”.
- At the central part of the cheque, on the left there are Khmer and English words “**Pay to**” and “**The sum of**” following by three lines using for writing amount of money in words whereas on the right side, there is a rectangular box with a dotted line in which the amount of money in figures are written and below that there are Khmer and English words “**Authorized Signature**”.
- On the lower side of the cheque, there is a tiny line from the left-end to the right-end. Along with this line on the left lower side, there is a word “**Cheque**” with series number of the cheque printed in red ink. On the central part above the line, there are words “**No Signature below this line**”.

Besides these general remark mentioned above, there is a logo of the National Bank of Cambodia printed with the size of 1/3 of the cheque from the central part to the left.

**B. Special Remark**
- At the central part of the cheque, three lines connected from the word “**Pay to**” and “**The sum of**” are the lines aggregated with tiny words of “NATIONAL BANK OF CAMBODIA” that can be read by using magnifying glass.
- At the central part of the oval shape, there is a word “**NBC**” printed in invisible ink that can only be seen under purple light.
- Inside a small rectangular box in which amount of money in figure is written and surrounding the three lines which are used for writing amount of money in words, there are two separated rectangular boxes printed in invisible ink and these two boxes can be reflected under purple light.
- Series number of the cheque is printed in red ink which can be reflected under purple light.